Foreword II

Sea of Learning

Upon the face of the deep,
The Sea of Learning knows
No bounds. No shore in sight,
To return to land.
We drift on, lost
In her bosom—only
To be awakened, to taste
The Creative Spirit that moves
Upon the face of the waters.

To write a foreword for the present volume is as much an honor as a challenge: honor, because the editors have invited me to be counted among knowledgeable contributors to their volume; challenge, because the title of the volume is rather intimidating. Creativity, culture, and development are three encompassing domains of knowledge, each of which demands volumes to cover. Imagine the challenge that the editors face in bringing together these three domains in a single volume. They conclude that “creativity, culture, and development represent a unified triad.” But what does this unified triad entail? The present volume is devoted to answering this question.

By development, the editors mean “human development.” This, of course, delimits the scope of the volume immensely and renders my task of writing the foreword less intimidating. However, this delimitation raises an issue: As noted by the editors, “cultural systems themselves develop as well”; thus, the concept of development applies also to culture. The implication is that human beings are both the products and the creators of culture. In line with Bandura’s (1978) concept of reciprocal determinism, the relation between individual behavior and culture is best
conceived as one of the continual interactions. There is no intrinsic reason why culture has to be treated as the cause, and individual behavior as the effect. If culture is defined as that part of environment created by human beings, then we create environments that, in turn, make us human. Creativity plays a key role in this process of continual interaction.

The concept of development should encompass socioeconomic aspects as well. Economic viability in the twenty-first century depends on knowledge as a human resource. Nations that invest in this resource will thrive; nations that fail to do so imperil their own survival. Thus, reforming education is a key for moving ahead in international economic competition; it is essential for national transformations toward a knowledge economy. In Singapore, for instance, the need for educational reform in response to economy-driven imperatives is explicitly and repeatedly articulated. In particular, impressive is the commitment to back policy with massive investment of resources (e.g., treating student teachers as employees of the Ministry of Education, thus enabling them to receive remuneration starting from the beginning of training). Common to calls for education reform in Confucian heritage cultures is the stress on promoting creativity dictated by economic imperatives. Demanded in the new knowledge-based economy are not just the acquisition, but the generation and innovative application of knowledge.

The path to creativity, however, is laden with difficulties and contradictions (Ho et al. 2013). Four of these deserve special attention. In the first place, we note an inherent paradox: A knowledge-based economy requires creativity and ingenuity; it is also driven by avarice that threatens to destroy civil society, social bonds, and state education. Ingenuity and invention are thus in tension with what Hargreaves (2003) has called an irresponsible “hunger for profit.”

Second, scientific, technological, and problem-solving innovation is universally welcomed by political authority, not so for innovation in artistic, literary, philosophical pursuits, and the like. The utilitarian or practical value of these pursuits is in doubt—hence endangered? Moreover, they thrive on individualistic values of the free thinker and have thus the propensity to cause “trouble”—hence dangerous?

Third, we may trace the difficulties and contradictions to the ideological conservatism in Confucianism. There is a basic contradiction between creativity promotion and authoritarian social control. Those ideologically bent on control may be tempted to restrict the definition of creativity to mean innovation in the service of a knowledge-based economy, exclusive of innovation that goes counter to societal order. The trouble is that a tightly controlled society does not foster creative entrepreneurs, let alone creative scholar-teachers. Hence, loosening control is a precondition for fostering creativity. A study of Chinese history substantiates this statement, when we compare the creative Tang dynasty, a period of openness, receptivity, and cross-cultural fertilization, with the uncreative Ming and Qing dynasties, during which China turned inward and shut itself from foreign influences.

Fourth, creativity, ingenuity, and invention can hardly be promoted in educational systems where examinations are the preoccupation of educators, parents, and students. A popular saying in mainland China states “Exams, exams, exams, the magic weapon of teachers; marks, marks, marks, the lifeblood of students.”
The Japanese term examination hell expresses similar sentiments of awe. In Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea, the socioeconomic importance and fierce competition related to secondary school and university entrance examinations have led students and their parents to seek spiritual support through prayer and religious rituals. Japanese students leave donations and written prayers and promises to the gods at Shinto shrines specifically dedicated to academic success. All these are manifestations of what I and my colleagues have characterized as “examination superstition” (Ho et al. 2001). In short, examinations constitute the focus of academic anxiety, which rob students of the joy of learning, throughout Confucian heritage cultures. I end this paragraph with a prompt for the long-suffering Asian students: Of what use is a pen to a student, if he cannot beguile examiners creatively with it to win high marks?

I dwell upon formidable barriers to creativity for a good reason. It is ironic that programs aimed at promoting creativity are often singularly uncreative in their approach. Under pressure to meet economic imperatives, teachers and educators charged with the promotion of creativity often confuse creative teaching with teaching creativity through direct instructions on how and what to think creatively. Teaching creativity degenerates all too easily to a cookbook approach, in the manner of “An Idiot’s Guide to …” or providing formulaic answers in the form of do’s and don’ts. Witness how bookstores hungry for profit are flooding the market with books aimed at gullible Tiger Moms bent on “making their children more creative.” Hopefully, the present volume will restore creative teaching and counter these pernicious trends.

Creative teaching and teaching creativity rest on fundamentally different views of human development. Teaching creativity assumes that creativity has to be instilled or inculcated from without. In contrast, creative teaching places trust in the human propensity toward creativity: For adults, creativity begins with undoing most of what we have internalized in our educational history. For young children, creativity is as natural as breathing; all that educators and parents need to do is to respect the Dao of human development, provide the milieu to foster its growth, and above all refrain from crushing it (see Sundararajan and Raina 2014).

The editors have invited “like-minded researchers” to share their views and their fruits of labor. In all likelihood, however, researchers can be like-minded in only in a broad sense, to promote the realization of the human potential for creativity. Beyond that, there is no necessity to be like-minded in their conceptualization and research methodology. A case in point is the expansion beyond the traditional conception of creativity as a matter of personality development. I discern a counter voice to conceptualizing creativity as within persons in the notion of “societal creativity” (Chap. 12, this volume). According to the editors, “Creativity is conceptualized within the persons, their sociocultural and developmental milieu.” This milieu is clearly more encompassing than that of the school or family.

In the introduction to the volume, the editors make clear that creativity is a potential to be cultivated for all persons; it is not an asset of the privileged few, geniuses and artists. A perusal of its table of contents reveals a sizable coverage of diverse topics. The book is addressed, therefore, to a wider audience than teachers
and educators; it appeals also to providers of human services (as in Chap. 13, this volume) as well as business managers.

Contributors to the volume cannot be held solely accountable for how it will impact the development of creativity. Readers must also bear responsibility for how they will apply the knowledge they glean from the book creatively in actions.

David Y.F. Ho
University of Hong Kong
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